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Literary 
Studies: A 
Discipline 
without 
Methods?

 Research articles: no method sections, no list of data 
analyzed

 Literary method: too obvious to speak about, too 
hidden to be fully known

 Implicitness of method makes writing in literary studies 
difficult to teach

Fahnestock & Secor (1988); Wilder & Wolfe (2009); 
Banting (2014); Fee (2014)



Questions

 What are common language practices when 
presenting methods in Canadian literary 
scholarship? 

 What difficulties do these practices pose for 
student writers? 

 How could literature instructors empower 
students by teaching methodological 
conventions more explicitly?



A Discipline 
without Named 

Methods

Heather Murray: 

 Learning through mimesis

 Instructor performance of close reading

 What are the techniques? How to write them?

Sarah Banting:

 Literary scholarship’s “elegant silence about its 
own rules”

 A game of “I’m going camping” where only game 
leaders know which rules apply



Bridging the 
Gap between 
Classroom 
Discussion & 
Scholarly 
Practice

 Nancy Chick’s work on 
English studies pedagogy

 Gerald Graff on “teaching 
the conflicts”

 Gerald Graff and Cathy 
Birkenstein’s They Say, I 
Say

 Zak Lancaster’s critique 
of Graff & Birkenstein 
from perspective of 
applied linguistics



Laura Wilder
(2012)

 “profound hesitancy” of 
instructors to introduce 
literary studies as a 
discipline (p. 65)

 attempts to preserve the 
classrooms as “a space 
for ‘direct’ engagement 
with domain knowledge 
unfettered by disciplinary 
rhetorical practices and 
methods” (p. 65)



Corpus

 First article in each issue of Canadian 
Literature and Studies in Canadian Literature 
from 2012 to 2015; together 20 articles. 
Coding for anything that sounds like 
method.



What are 
central goals 
of Canadian 
literary 
scholarship?

 Rarely these are literary values
 hard to understand why we’re investigating 
literature as we’re thinking about these values

 Values are deeply implied
 they are rarely stated as course goals in course 
syllabi

See Sarah Banting, “If What We Do Matters,” English Studies in 
Canada (2016)



Methods as 
Cultural Tools

 Method descriptions evoke shared practices, 
create disciplinary identification

 Method shorthands, e.g.: comparative study, 
case study, corpus analysis, community-based 
research, field notes, discourse-based interviews 

 Shorthands “do their part in representing these 
communities’ histories and values” but also 
“leave out the details, and assume underlying 
histories and values to be shared” (p. 470)

 What if a discipline doesn’t use any shorthand 
descriptions in its publications?

Thieme and Makmillen, “A Principled Uncertainty,” CCC 
(2017)



Summarizing 
Others’ Work 
with Hints of 
Method

 “While structural critiques of Asian North American 
success and how it gets deployed are both crucial and 
urgent, they often neglect . . . “

 “The last decade has seen the reclamation of many 
works of literature that might be categorized as 
middlebrow, with the attendant theorizing of what, 
precisely, the term middlebrow means . . .”

 “studies in labour history, such as Margaret Hobbs’ and 
Joan Sangster’s invaluable 1999 survey of The Woman 
Worker, have mined early- and mid-twentieth-century 
periodicals of protest for their political arguments...”



Method 
Shorthands to 
Describe One’s 
Own Work

 “This essay offers both a textual and paratextual 
exploration of currency — in its various meanings —
and the practices of cultural consumption of The Book 
of Negroes.”

 “I will perform what James Cox, writing in the context 
of American literary criticism, has called a ‘red reading,’
meaning a critical practice that takes its conceptual 
lead from the work of Indigenous thinkers and writers 
(203).”



What Is Your 
Argument?

 “I turn, thus, to a reconsideration of the success 
narrative by meditating on how these stories are 
integral to the intertwined processes of survival and 
subject formation for those who have experienced 
intense struggle, loss, and trauma. More specifically, I 
want to ask: What is the purpose and value of narrating 
various forms of success for individuals who have lived 
under the conditions of war and its aftermath, 
surrounded by both the imminent threat and 
immediate reality of destruction, disappearances, and 
death?”
(an article focusing on one novel)



What about 
Close Reading?

 Close reading: frequently used as, and often the only 
method mentioned in, the teaching of literature

 Only appeared once in the corpus

 Only term that was shared across several articles: 
“reading” 

 The corpus has: “a reading,” “‘red reading’,” “close 
readings,” “historical readings,” “these readings,” “this 
reading,” “empathetic reading,” and “active reading”



A Different 
Practice: Study 
of Indigenous 
Literature

 “I was one of perhaps twenty witnesses encircling the 
intimate survivors’ sharing circle in Halifax when this 
testimony was delivered directly across from where I 
was sitting. I took no notes at the time, but when I 
returned to my hotel room later that evening, I 
recorded recollections of the day: documentation, field 
notes, emotional debriefing.” 

 “the paper hinges on analysis of a poem by a Cree 
writer before culminating in discussion of the extra-
literary, embodied actions of Cree men who, I argue, 
model what Cree scholar and poet Neal McLeod refers 
to as the ‘ideals of the okihcitâwak (‘worthy men’) from 
kayàs (long) ago’ (Gabriel’s Beach 10).”



Thank you!


